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Abstract
This paper reports data from a study that seeks to characterize the differences in design
structure between complex software products. In particular, we use Design Structure
Matrices (DSMs) to map the dependencies between the elements of a design and define
metrics that allow us to compare the structures of different designs. We first use these
metrics to compare the architectures of two software products – the Linux operating
system and the Mozilla web browser – that were developed via contrasting modes of
organization: specifically, open source versus proprietary development. We then track
the evolution of Mozilla, paying particular attention to a purposeful “re-design” effort
that was undertaken with the intention of making the product more “modular.”
We find significant differences in structure between Linux and the first version of
Mozilla, suggesting that Linux had a more modular architecture. We also find that the redesign of Mozilla resulted in an architecture that was significantly more modular than
that of its predecessor, and indeed, than that of Linux. Our results, while exploratory, are
consistent with a view that different modes of organization are associated with designs
that possess different structures. However, we also illustrate that purposeful managerial
actions can have a large impact on structure. This latter result is important given recent
moves to release proprietary software into the public domain. These moves are likely to
fail unless the product possesses an architecture that facilitates participation. Our paper
provides evidence that a tightly-coupled design can be adapted to meet this objective.
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I. Introduction
Much recent research points to the critical role of design structure in the successful
development of a firm’s new products and services, the competitiveness of its product
lines and the successful evolution of its technical capabilities (e.g., Eppinger et al, 1994;
Ulrich, 1995; Sanderson and Uzumeri, 1995; Sanchez and Mahoney, 1996; Schilling,
2000). For example, Henderson and Clark (1992) show that incumbent firms often
stumble when faced with innovations that are “architectural” in nature. They argue that
these dynamics occur because product designs tend to mirror the organizations that
develop them. However, the empirical demonstration of such a result remains elusive.
Similarly, Baldwin and Clark (2000) argue that the modularization of a system can
generate tremendous amounts of value in an industry, given that this strategy creates
valuable options for module improvement. However, evidence of how and why such
modularizations occur in practice has not yet been shown.

Finally, MacCormack’s

(2001) work on the management of software projects suggests the importance of a
modular architecture that “facilitates process flexibility.” Without a way to measure the
structural attributes of a design in a robust fashion however, this work cannot reach the
level of specificity it needs for robust managerial prescriptions to be drawn.
Common to all these research streams (and many others not mentioned above) is a
growing body of evidence that a product’s architecture, or more broadly, the specific
decisions made with regard to the partitioning of design tasks and the resulting design
structure is a critical topic for both researchers and managers to understand.
Unfortunately, we lack metrics with which to pursue research on this topic, hence have
little empirical evidence that these constructs have power in predicting the phenomena
they are associated with. This paper addresses this shortfall, by defining a number of
metrics that measure the degree of modularity of a design, based upon an analytical
technique called Design Structure Matrices.

We use these metrics to compare the

structures of different product designs from the software industry.
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We chose to analyze software products because of a unique opportunity to examine two
differing organizational modes for development. Specifically, over recent years there has
been growing interest in the topic of open source (or “free”1) software, which is
characterized by a) the distribution of a program’s source code (programming
instructions) along with the binary version of the product2 and b) a licensing agreement
that allows a user to make unlimited copies of, and modifications to, this product
(DiBona et al, 1999). Successful open source software projects tend to be characterized
by highly distributed teams of volunteer developers who contribute new features, fix
defects in existing code and write product documentation for the product (Raymond,
2001; von Hippel and von Krogh, 2003). These developers (which can number in the
hundreds for some projects) are located around the globe hence may never meet face to
face. Among the most popular examples of products developed in this manner are the
Linux operating system and the Apache web server.
The development methodology embodied in open source software projects stands in
contrast to the “proprietary” development model employed by for-profit commercial
software firms.

In this model, projects tend to be staffed by dedicated teams of

individuals who are located at a single location and who have easy access to other
members of the development team. Given this proximity, the sharing of information
about solutions being adopted in different parts of the design is much easier, and may
even be encouraged (for example, if the creation of a dependency between one part of a
design and another could lead to an increase in product performance). Consequently, the
architectures of products developed using a proprietary development model are likely to
differ from those of products developed using open source methods. Specifically, open
source software is often claimed to be more “modular” than proprietary software
(O’Reilly, 1999; Raymond, 2001). Our research seeks to explore the magnitude and
direction of these presumed differences in design structure.

1

Free as in speech, not as in beer.
Most commercial software is distributed in binary form (i.e., a series of 1’s and 0’s) that can be executed
directly by a computer. It is extremely difficult to reverse engineer this binary form in order to access the
original source code instructions written by the programmer. Hence distributing software in binary form
helps keep the methods by which a program performs its tasks proprietary to the author.
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Our analysis takes advantage of the fact that software is an information-based product,
meaning that its design comprises a series of instructions (the “source code”) that tell a
computer what tasks to perform. In this respect, software products can be processed
automatically to identify the dependencies that exist between different parts of the design
(something that cannot be done with physical products). These dependency relationships
can be used to characterize various aspects of design structure, through displaying the
information visually and/or by calculating various metrics to summarize the pattern of
dependencies at the system level. Once mechanisms have been set up to do this, the
ability to characterize different designs is limited only by the computing power available
and the access we have to the source code of these designs (not a trivial problem, given
software firms regard source code as a form of proprietary technology).
The information-based nature of software products brings another benefit in that we can
track the evolution of a design over time. This is possible because software developers
use sophisticated “version control” systems to track design changes. For a researcher,
this presents an opportunity to follow the “living history” of a design, a technique that is
typically not possible for physical products.3 In this study, this technique is valuable,
given we identify purposeful efforts to re-design a product. Having access to versions
both prior to and after a re-design allows us to determine the impact that such managerial
actions can have on the architecture of existing products.
In the next section, we describe the motivation for our research and discuss prior work in
this field. We then describe our research methodology, which uses Design Structure
Matrices to map the dependencies in software designs and defines metrics to summarize
their structures. Next, we discuss our results, which are based upon a) a comparison of
two products developed via contrasting modes of organization, and b) an analysis of the
impact of a major re-design effort for one of these products.

We conclude by

highlighting the implications of our work for both researchers and practitioners.

3

For example, the first version of the Linux kernel consisted of 45 source files. Recent versions (e.g.,
version 2.5.75) consist of more than 6,000 source files. We have access to all interim versions.
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2. Research Motivation
The architecture of a product is the scheme by which the functions it performs are
allocated to its constituent components (Ulrich, 1995). For any given product however, a
number of architectures may satisfy its functional requirements.

These different

architectures are likely to differ along important performance dimensions, such as the
quality of the final product, its reliability, its robustness to change and its physical size
(Ulrich, 1995).

They also imply a differing partitioning of design tasks, thereby

influencing the efficiency with which development can proceed (Von Hippell, 1990).
Understanding how architectures are chosen, how they evolve and how they are adapted
are therefore critical topics for managerial attention. For this to occur however, we must
better understand how to measure and characterize differences between them.
Modularity refers to the manner in which a design is decomposed into different
“modules.” While authors vary in their definitions of modularity, they tend to agree on
the concepts that lie at its heart: the notion of interdependence within modules and
independence between modules (Baldwin and Clark, 2000). This latter concept, in turn,
encompasses two related ideas: The need to allow work on a given module to be carried
out without affecting other modules in the design, a concept known as “loose-coupling,”
and the need for well-designed “interfaces” between these modules. The degree of
modularity is an important property of a product’s architecture (and indeed, any complex
system) that is often used to characterize how designs differ.
The costs and benefits of modularity have been discussed in a stream of academic
research that has sought to examine its impact on a range of activities including the
management of complexity (Simon, 1969), product line architecture (Sanderson and
Uzumeri, 1995), manufacturing (Ulrich, 1995), process design (MacCormack, 2001) and
process improvement (Spear and Bowen, 1999). Despite the conceptual appeal of this
work however, few empirical studies have shown correlation between measures of
modularity, the organizational factors assumed to influence this property, and the
outcomes it might impact (Fleming and Sorenson, 2004 is one exception).
5

The most promising technique for understanding and measuring modularity has come
from the field of engineering, in the form of the Design Structure Matrix (DSM). A DSM
highlights the inherent structure of a design by examining the dependencies that exist
between its component elements in a symmetric matrix (Steward, 1981; Eppinger et al,
1994). DSMs can be constructed using elements that represent “tasks” to be performed
or “parameters” to be defined. In such situations, their use is to identify a partitioning of
tasks (or parameters) that facilitates the flow of information in a project. Tasks (or
parameters) that have a high level of dependency are grouped into clusters or modules.
DSMs have been studied in a wide variety of industries including aerospace (Grose,
1994), automotive (Black et al, 1990), building design (Austin et al, 1994) manufacturing
(Kusiak, 1994) and telecommunications (Pinkett, 1998). Much of the work has been of a
theoretical nature, exploring the ways that DSMs can help to better organize projects (e.g,
Eppinger et al, 1994) or valuing the options available to a designer (e.g., see Baldwin and
Clark, 2000). A key contribution of the DSM literature has been in highlighting that the
degree of modularity of a design depends not only on the number of dependencies
between elements in a design, but also the pattern of their distribution. Several studies
therefore highlight different types of architectures and examine their properties (Sosa et
al, 2003; Sharman and Yasine, 2004). Recent empirical work uses DSMs to provide
critical insights into the relationship between product architecture and organizational
structure. For example, Sosa et al (2004) find a “strong tendency for design interactions
and team interactions to be aligned,” and show instances of misalignment are more likely
to occur across organizational and system boundaries.

Studies of Software Design Structure
In the field of software, the study of design structure has a long tradition. Parnas (1972)
first proposed the concept of information hiding as a mechanism for dividing code into
modular units. This concept allowed designers to separate the details of internal module
design from external module interfaces, reducing the coordination costs required to
6

develop complex software systems, while increasing the ability to make changes to the
design without affecting other parts of a system. Subsequent authors developed these
concepts, proposing a variety of metrics, such as coupling and cohesion, to provide
indicators of design structure (e.g., Selby and Basili, 1988; Offut et al, 1993; Dhama,
1995). Many of these studies were theoretical in nature, using stylized examples rather
than actual working code, and providing little data to suggest the metrics were predictive
or prescriptively useful. However, recent empirical studies have made progress on this
front. For example, Eick et al (1999) find software code tends to “decay” over time, as
measured by the number of files that must be changed to fulfill a modification request.
Banker and Slaughter (2000) show that greater “structure” can mediate the effect of
volatility and complexity on software enhancement costs. The latter study accounts for
the number of design dependencies but not their pattern of distribution, hence does not
fully capture the notion of modularity we describe earlier.
With the recent rise in popularity of open source software, interest in the topic of
architecture and modularity has received further stimulus. Prior work suggests a duality
exists between a product’s design and the organization that developed it (Henderson and
Clark, 1992) hence this new mode of organization might be expected to give rise to
software that exhibits substantially different architectural properties than that of
proprietary products. Some authors suggest that open source software is inherently more
modular than proprietary software (O’Reilly, 1999; Raymond, 2001). Others suggest that
modularity is a required property for this method of development to succeed (Torvalds, as
quoted in DiBona et al, 1999). Such issues are important, given theory predicts different
types of architecture may incur trade-offs in terms of product and process performance
(Ulrich, 1995; Von Hippel, 1990). Furthermore, attempts to move software from one
domain to the other (as Mozilla has done) may be destined to fail unless we understand
whether a product’s architecture must first be changed, and the impact that such design
changes can have on a system of reasonable complexity.
Studies seeking insights into these issues yield few general conclusions, in part due to the
differing approaches they take. Paulson et al (2004) find a correlation between functions
7

added and functions modified in open source projects, but not in proprietary projects.4
They measure the impact of modifications rather than inherent system structure so cannot
draw broader conclusions about the nature of open source architectures. Schach et al
(2001) focus on one important subsystem within Linux, showing that its internal elements
(source files) have many dependencies with external elements through the use of global
variables (variables used in many parts of the design). Yet we cannot be sure if this
finding would be replicated across other parts of Linux, or how a proprietary product
would fare in such an analysis. Rusovan et al (2005) also examine Linux, looking at one
important element (the Address Resolution Protocol [ARP] source file). They find it has
many dependencies on other elements through direct and indirect “function calls”
(requests for a specific task to be performed) but again, this analysis may not be
representative of the system as a whole or differ from proprietary systems. Finally,
Mockus et al (2002) report in-depth case data from the Apache and Mozilla projects.
They note Mozilla modules “are not as independent from one another...” and speculate
that this may be due to Mozilla’s commercial legacy, but do not provide metrics to
support these qualitative observations.
In sum, despite a long tradition of studying modularity dating back to Parnas’ (1972)
original paper, studies of software design structure tend to exhibit several common
shortfalls: They examine only a small part of the design hence cannot make claims about
the system as a whole; they rely on qualitative or manual analyses of code which are
subjective and may not scale to larger systems; they focus on different types of
dependencies, limiting the cumulative impact of the work; and they measure the
presumed “effects” of system structure (e.g., the number of file changes per modification)
rather than the “causes” of these effects. As Shaw and Garlan (1996) state in their
seminal work on the topic, software architecture remains “…an emerging discipline.”
This study contributes to the literature on modularity in general, and the study of design
structure in the software industry in particular. Specifically, we apply the technique of

4

This correlation does not necessarily imply open source projects modify more files per function added
than proprietary projects. It only implies that there is a relationship between these two variables.
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Design Structure Matrices to the analysis of software design structures. We argue that
this technique provides a rigorous and valuable way to characterize software architecture,
addressing many of the shortfalls noted in the literature.

Indeed, recent work has

explored the use of DSMs in evaluating alternative software design choices (Sullivan et
al, 2001; Lopes and Bajracharya, 2005). Specifically, Sullivan et al (2001) use DSMs to
formally model (and value) the concept of information hiding, the principle proposed by
Parnas to divide designs into modules. Other work has used metrics derived from a DSM
to predict the likelihood of outsourcing software tasks (Gomes and Joglekar, 2004).
The domain to which we apply this technique is the analysis of open source software.
Specifically, we first explore the differences in design structure between an open source
product and one developed via a proprietary development model. Prior work suggests
such different organizational models are likely to yield different architectures (Henderson
and Clark, 1990) but provides little empirical evidence to support this idea. We then
evaluate the impact of a purposeful effort to re-design a product’s architecture. Previous
studies highlight the difficulty of identifying the need for architectural change
(Henderson and Clark, 1990) but provide little empirical evidence on organizations’
abilities to effect such change, assuming the need has been identified. Given recent
interest in moving proprietary software into the public domain, this is a critical question.

3. Research Methodology
In contrast to studies that use DSMs to understand how a set of future tasks or parameters
should be organized, we use this technique to analyze existing designs. We calculate
metrics from a DSM to characterize product structure. Our objective is to measure the
degree of modularity of a design. We assert that this concept must be examined on a
comparative basis.

That is, the absolute level of modularity for product A has no

meaning; we can only determine that product A is more (or less) modular than product B.
Hence our work is based upon comparing different designs, from both a cross-sectional
perspective (i.e., product A versus product B) and a longitudinal perspective (i.e., product
A at time T versus product A at time T+N).
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While we cannot measure modularity directly, we argue that the manifestation of
different degrees of modularity can be measured from a DSM by examining the costs of
dependencies between its elements. These costs depend upon both the number and
pattern of distribution of dependencies. We define two metrics to capture these costs,
each of which makes different assumptions about their nature. The first metric, called
propagation cost, assumes that all dependencies between elements, both direct and
indirect, incur the same cost, regardless of where the elements are located or how long
the path length is between them. The second metric, called clustered cost, assumes that
the cost of dependencies between elements will differ depending upon whether elements
are in the same “cluster” (or module) or are in different clusters. We define each metric
below, after discussing the unit of analysis and the type of dependency we focus on.

The Unit of Analysis: The Source File
The first decision that must be made in applying the use of DSMs to a software design is
the level of analysis at which the DSM will be built. The choices range from high level
representations of the major subsystems to the individual components that make up these
subsystems. The level of analysis should be driven by the research question of interest,
but must also be meaningful given the context in which a design is developed. For
example, it is more insightful to examine the DSM for an automobile at the subsystem
level (e.g., brakes, suspension and powertrain) than at the raw component level (e.g., nuts
and bolts). When considering the design of a software product, there are three levels at
which a DSM could be built, nested in a hierarchical fashion as follows:
-

The subsystem level, which corresponds to a group of source files that all relate to
a specific part of the design.

-

The source file level, which corresponds to a collection of programming
instructions (source code) that perform a related group of functions.

-

The function level, which corresponds to a set of programming instructions
(source code) that perform a highly specific task.
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We choose to analyze designs at the source file level for several reasons. First, source
files tend to group functions of a common nature into a single place hence are a logical
unit of analysis. For example, a programmer may expect to have functions related to the
printer in a source file named “printer_driver.c.”

Source files also contain header

information and overview comments that apply to all functions in the file. Second, tasks
and responsibilities are typically allocated to programmers at the source file level. Hence
this unit of analysis reflects how managers of software projects exert influence on
product structure. Third, source control and configuration management tools use the
source file as their unit of analysis. Programmers “check out” source files for editing,
modify the code, then “check in” the new version once work is complete. Finally, other
empirical studies that focus on software structure typically use the source file as the unit
of analysis (e.g., Scach et al, 2002; Rusovan et al, 2005).5

The Type of Dependency: A “Function Call”
We capture dependencies between source files by examining the “Function Calls” that
each source file makes. A Function Call is an instruction that requests a specific task to
be executed by the program. The function called may or may not be located within the
source file that originated the request. When it is not, this creates a dependency between
two source files, in a specific direction. For example, if FunctionA in Sourcefile1 calls
FunctionB which is located in Sourcefile2, then Sourcefile1 depends upon (or “needs to
know” about) Sourcefile2. This dependency is marked in the DSM in matrix location (1,
2).6

Note that this dependency does not imply that Sourcefile2 depends upon

Sourcefile1; that is, the dependency is not symmetric.7 This would be true only if a
function in Sourcefile2 called a function in Sourcefile1.

5

The source file level is granular enough to be meaningful without being overwhelming. For example,
Linux v2.5 has 10 subsystems, over 4,000 source files and over 60,000 functions. Hence the subsystem
level is likely not granular enough, and the function level too granular for meaningful analysis.
6
We use the convention (row number, column number) to describe entries in a DSM.
7
We assert that the designer of a calling function needs to “know about” the function being called. While
the reverse may be true (a function may need to know about the functions that call it) such reverse
dependence would limit the usefulness of a function; essentially, it could be used only in contexts and for
purposes that are known at the time of its definition.
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We note that function calls are only one important type of dependency that exists in a
software design.

Several authors have developed comprehensive categorizations of

dependency types (e.g., Garlan and Shaw, 1996; Dellarocas, 1996). Other authors focus
on a single dependency type, such as global variables, to provide insight into aspects of
system structure (Schach et al, 2001). We argue that DSMs provide a general technique
by which different notions of dependency can be analyzed, each of which provides a
different “lens” through which to view the system (Sangal et al, 2005). We choose to
focus on function calls given this type of dependency is at the heart of many analysis
tools (e.g., call graphs, see Murphy et al, 1998) and is used in prior work that attempts to
examine system structure (Banker and Slaughter, 2000; Rusovan et al, 2005).
To capture Function Calls between source files, we input the source code for a product
into a tool called a “Call Graph Extractor” (Murphy et al, 1998). This tool is used to
obtain a better understanding of code structure and interactions between different parts of
the code. We note that function calls can be extracted either statically or dynamically.
Static calls are extracted from code not in an execution state and use source code for
input. Dynamic calls are extracted from code in an execution state and use executable
code and the program state as input. We use a static call extractor because it uses source
code as input, does not rely on program state (i.e., what the system is doing at a point in
time) and captures the structure of the design from the programmer’s perspective.8
Rather than develop our own call graph extractor, we tested and reviewed several
products that had the ability to process source code written in both procedural and object
oriented languages (e.g., C and C++), captured indirect calls (dependencies that flow
through intermediate files), could be run in a bulk automated fashion and would output
data in a format that could be input to a DSM (i.e., in matrix form, representing the
existence (or not) of one or more dependencies between each source file). A commercial
product called Understand C++9 was selected given it best met all these criteria.

8

There are also differences between “Compiler Extractors” and “Design Extractors.” The former are used
mainly to help compile the software into an executable form. The latter are used to aid programmers in
determining source relationships. We therefore use the latter type of extractor.
9
Understand C++ is distributed by Scientific Toolworks, Inc. see <www.scitools.com> for details.
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Analyzing Design Structure using a DSM
Once we have populated a DSM with function call dependencies, we can examine it
visually, using the Architectural View of the system. In software designs, programmers
tend to group source files of a related nature into “directories” that are organized in a
nested fashion. The Architectural View of a DSM groups each source file into a series
of nested clusters as defined by the directory structure, with boxes drawn around each
successive layer in the hierarchy. The result is a map of source file dependencies,
organized by the programmer’s view of the system’s structure.

To illustrate, the

directory structure of Linux version 0.01 is shown in Figure 1. The Architectural View
of its DSM is shown in Figure 2. We now define our measures of design structure.
Propagation Cost
The first method by which we characterize the structure of a design is by measuring the
degree of “coupling” it exhibits, captured by the degree to which a change to any single
element causes a (potential) change to other elements in the system, either directly or
indirectly (i.e., through a chain of dependencies that exist across elements). This work
builds upon the concept of visibility (Sharmine and Yassine, 2003) which in turn, is
based upon the concept of reachability matrices (Warfield, 1973).
To clarify how we measure propagation cost, it is helpful to consider a simple example.
Consider the set of element relationships shown in Figure 3 displayed in both graphical
and dependency matrix forms. We note that element A depends on elements B and C.
Hence any change to element B has the potential to impact element A. Similarly,
elements B and C depend on elements D and E respectively. So any change to element D
may have a direct impact on element B, and may have an indirect impact on element A,
with a “path length” of 2. Finally, we note that any change to element F may have a
direct impact on element E, an indirect impact on element C with a path length of 2, and
an indirect impact on element A with a path length of 3. In this system, there are no
indirect interdependencies between elements for path lengths of 4 or more.
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We use the technique of matrix multiplication to identify the “visibility” of any given
element for any given path length. Specifically, by raising the dependency matrix to
successive powers of n, the results show the direct and indirect dependencies that exist
for successive path lengths. By summing these matrices together we derive the visibility
matrix V, showing the dependencies that exist for all possible path lengths up to n. Note
that we choose to include the matrix for n=0 (i.e., a path length of zero) when calculating
the visibility matrix, implying that a change to an element will always affect itself.
Figure 4 illustrates the derivation of the visibility matrix for the example above.
From the visibility matrix, we can construct several metrics to give us insight into a
system’s structure. The first, called “Fan-Out Visibility,” is obtained by summing along
the rows of the visibility matrix, and dividing the result by the total number of elements.
An element with high Fan-Out visibility depends upon (or calls functions within) many
other elements. The second, called “Fan-In Visibility,” is obtained by summing down the
columns of the visibility matrix, and dividing the result by the total number of elements.
An element with high Fan-In visibility has many other elements that depend upon it (or
call functions within it). In the example above, element A has a Fan-Out visibility of
6/6th (or 100%) meaning that it depends upon all elements in the system, and has a Fan-In
visibility of 1/6th meaning that it is visible only to itself.
To summarize visibility at the system level, we compute the average Fan-Out and Fan-In
visibility of all elements in the system. Due to the symmetric nature of dependency
relationships (i.e., for every fan-out, there is a corresponding fan-in) these are identical.
We call the resulting metric “Propagation Cost.” Intuitively, this measures the proportion
of elements that could be affected, on average, when a change is made to one element in
the system. In the example above, we can calculate propagation cost from Fan-Out
Visibility ([6+2+3+1+2+1]/6*6 = 42%) or Fan-In visibility ([1+2+2+3+3+4]/6*6 = 42%).
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We note that in the example we consider, the design does not contain multiple paths
between elements and the dependency relationships are purely hierarchical.10

This will

not generally be the case for complex systems. In particular, multiple paths bring the
possibility that there is more than one route through which element A depends upon
element B. As a result, we limit values in the visibility matrix to be binary, capturing
only the fact there exists a dependency, and not the number of possible paths that this
dependency can take. Similarly, a non-hierarchical system will contain one or more
“cycles” meaning successive powers of the dependency matrix will not converge to
zero.11 To avoid this problem, we raise the dependency matrix to a maximum power
dictated by the number of elements in the system (i.e., the longest possible path length).
Given that we limit entries in the visibility matrix to binary values, the fact that cyclic
relationships appear multiple times ultimately has no impact on the output.
Clustered Cost
The core assumption behind the measure of propagation cost is that each dependency
between two elements incurs the same cost, wherever these elements are located in the
design and however long the path length between them (i.e., it assumes “infinite
propagation”).

By contrast, our second measure attributes a different cost to each

dependency according to where the elements are located. In essence, we posit that there
is an “idealized modular form” in which dependencies are grouped into clusters of
tightly-connected elements (or “modules”) with no dependencies between these clusters.
Dependencies between elements in the same cluster are assumed to incur a low cost;
those between elements in different clusters are assumed to incur a high cost. This type
of structure is related to the notion of decomposability (Simon, 1962) and is a
characteristic of modular systems (Baldin and Clark, 2000). Figure 5 shows a DSM with
dependencies grouped in this idealized modular form.12

10

A hierarchical system can be identified by the fact that its dependency matrix can be re-arranged such
that all non-zero entries are below the diagonal, which is called a “lower-triangular” form.
11
For example, a relationship whereby element A depends upon element B which depends upon element A.
12
Note that the visibility matrix for this idealized form is the same as the first order matrix.
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To assess the degree to which a design approximates this idealized modular form, we
cluster the DSM to determine the most appropriate grouping of elements. While a range
of algorithms can be used for clustering, most operate in a similar fashion, defining a cost
function to measure the “goodness” of a solution, and invoking a search technique to find
the lowest cost grouping of elements. The approach we adopt is based upon prior DSM
research (Pimmler and Eppinger, 1994; Idicula, 1995; Fernandez, 1998; Thebeau, 2001)
adapted for the context of software development.13 In particular, we first identify and
account for what we call “Buses” – source files that are called by a large number of other
source files. We then allocate a cost to each dependency, depending upon whether the
dependency is between elements that are in the same cluster or not. Finally, we adopt an
iterative clustering process in which source files chosen at random receive bids to join
clusters based upon their level of interdependence. We describe this process below.
Prior work has highlighted the role of design elements called “Buses” (e.g., Ulrich,
1995). These elements have particular importance in software development, in that
designs often make use of common functions that are called by many other elements. We
call these “Vertical Buses,” given they appear in a DSM as an element with many vertical
dependencies. Examples include library code, global functions such as “print to screen”
or error handling code. The use of buses avoids duplication of effort and ensures a
consistent approach to system-wide functions. Buses are typically identified early in the
design process and have well-defined, stable interfaces (Baldwin and Clark, 2000).
To identify Vertical Buses, we assess the degree to which a particular source file is called
by other elements in the system (in terms of the percentage of source files that call it).
We then examine whether the result is above or below a parameter called the “Bus
Threshold.” If it is, we treat dependencies on this source file differently in assessing their
cost (described below). Note that there is no “right” answer as to the connectivity that
should constitute the threshold for a Bus. In our work, we initially set this parameter to
10%, then vary it from 10-100% to evaluate the potential impact this has on results.
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Prior work clusters DSMs to find a grouping of tasks involved in developing a new design. We use
clustering however, to identify an appropriate grouping of related elements in an existing design.
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Once Vertical Buses have been identified, a cost is allocated to each dependency
depending upon the location of the elements between which the dependency exists.
Specifically, when considering a dependency between elements i and j, the cost of the
dependency takes one of the following three forms:

DependencyCost (i → j | j is a vertical bus) = dij
DependencyCost (i → j | in same cluster) = dij * n λ
DependencyCost (i → j | not in same cluster) = dij * N λ

Where dij is a binary variable indicating the presence of a dependency between i and j14; n
is the size of the cluster that i and j are located within; N is the DSM size; and λ is a userdefined parameter.15 Note that prior to clustering, all elements are assumed to be in a
“singleton” cluster consisting of only one element - itself.
The clustering algorithm attempts to determine the optimal allocation of non-bus
elements to clusters such that the sum of dependency costs is minimized. The challenge
is that for a design of moderate or greater complexity the solution space becomes too
large to search exhaustively.16 Hence an iterative search process is adopted, whereby
randomly selected elements are the subject of “bids” from existing clusters that have a
dependency on this element. Each bidding cluster bids an amount equal to the marginal
reduction in cost that would result from the element joining it.17

The element is

“awarded” to the cluster with the highest positive bid. If there are no positive bids, the
element remains in its current location.18 The bidding process continues in an iterative

14

This parameter can be set to the strength of dependency based on the number of calls between elements.
Note there is no “right” value for λ. In practice, analysis proceeds by setting this parameter to some
initial value, comparing the metrics output for the design structures of interest, and testing the sensitivity of
these results to changes in this parameter value. We nominally set this parameter to 2, given the number of
potential interactions increases by a power-law as the number of included elements in a cluster rises.
16
For example, in a 20x20 DSM there are over 10^13 possible combinations. For systems of the size we
examine (1,000+ source files), the solution space is extremely large.
17
The method by which bidding occurs is described in Online Appendix A.
18
Our clustering algorithm is hierarchical in that it does not allow elements to be in more than one cluster.
15
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manner, stopping when the number of iterations with no improvement in cost exceeds a
threshold defined by the user. In practice, we find that setting this threshold equal to the
size of the DSM ensures the algorithm converges to a low cost solution.19 We should
note that while the clustering process will tend to group elements with high levels of
interdependency together, there are limits to the size of clusters. In particular, adding an
element increases the cost of other dependencies in the cluster, through its impact on
cluster size (i.e., an increase in the parameter n). Hence the algorithm will allocate an
element to a cluster only when the reduced costs of dependencies with the element exceed
the added costs borne by other dependencies due to the increase in size.

4. Empirical Setting

Our study had two aims. First, to explore the differences in design structure between two
software products that had been developed using different organizational modes, namely
open source and proprietary development. And second, to examine a concentrated effort
to re-design a product’s architecture with the goal of making it more modular. These
objectives led directly to the choice of the two software products that we examine: Linux
(or more strictly, the Linux Kernel) and Mozilla.
Linux is a UNIX-like operating system that is the best known of all open source software
products. Since the software was first released onto the Internet in 1991, hundreds of
distributed developers have contributed to its development (DiBona et al, 1999). Linux
has gained significant market share in the server operating system market, and continues
to develop at a rapid pace, in terms of the amount of new code and functionality added
each year (MacCormack and Herman, 2000a). It represents one of the most successful
examples of open source software hence is well represented in studies that seek to
evaluate the performance and nature of open source development (e.g., Godfrey and Tu,
2001; Scach et al, 2001; Rusovan et al 2005).

For our purposes, Linux represents a

“prototypical” example of the open source development model.
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Given the nature of the search process, the outcome will differ by a small margin each time it is repeated.
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Mozilla is also an open source product, however its origins lie in a product developed
using a proprietary development model. Specifically, in March 1998, Netscape released
the code for its Navigator web browser onto the Internet, renaming the software Mozilla.
The release of the source code was part of a strategy to respond to increasing competition
in the browser market. Netscape hoped that volunteer developers would contribute to the
design in the same fashion as was happening with other open source products. We use
the first release of Mozilla as a proxy for a design developed using a proprietary
methodology (i.e., a product developed by a dedicated team of individuals located in a
single location).20 This product comprised over 1500 source files. By contrast, the Linux
kernel comprised less than 50 source files when first released in 1991. Comparing the
first release of Mozilla with a similarly sized version of Linux allows us to compare a
product developed with a proprietary model to one in which 95% of the design (in terms
of source files) evolved through the use of an open source development model.
We chose to use Mozilla as a proxy for a proprietary product to take advantage of a
“natural experiment” that occurred during the fall of 1998. Specifically, at this time, a redesign effort was carried out with the aim of making Mozilla “more modular.”21 The
reason for this re-design, as indicated in accounts of Mozilla’s history, was the effort
involved in understanding and contributing to the code base (Cusumano and Yoffie,
1998). The code was thought too tightly-coupled for would-be contributors to modify
without having to examine the potential impact on many other parts of the system. The
re-design aimed to make the design more modular, and hence more attractive to potential
contributors.

The effort was carried out over several months by a small team of

developers, most of who worked for Netscape (who sold a commercial browser that used
Mozilla as its base). Because Mozilla is in the public domain, we can examine versions
of the product both prior to and after the re-design effort to evaluate its impact.

20

We note that the idea for Netscape’s browser came from a product called Mosaic, developed at the
University of Illinois. Netscape’s code, however, was far more complex, and targeted commercial users.
21
Source: Interviews with Mozilla team members during the spring of 1999.
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5. Empirical Results

We divide our results into two parts. First, we compare the initial version of Mozilla –
used as a proxy for a proprietary developed product – with a version of Linux of
comparable size (in source files).

We then examine the longitudinal evolution of

Mozilla, paying particular attention to the re-design effort that aimed to make the product
more modular. For each design, we report data on the number of source files, the number
of dependencies, the density of the DSM (i.e., the number of dependencies per source file
pair) the propagation cost and the clustered cost. We also provide data on the average
complexity of source files, in terms of the number of functions and lines of code.

A Comparison of the Design Structures of Linux and Mozilla
We first compare the Architectural Views of Linux and Mozilla (see Figure 6).22 From
these plots we can make some overall comments about their structure. First of all, at the
highest level, both are architected into a small number of major subsystems, within which
are smaller groups of source files. In Linux, there appear to be several vertical buses –
source files that are called by many other source files in the system (see annotation A).
In Mozilla, there are fewer highly connected source files. Indeed, our analysis identifies
14 vertical buses in Linux, using a threshold of 10% connectivity to other source files,
whereas only 2 source files meet this criterion in Mozilla. In the upper left hand corner
of Mozilla’s DSM we see a few large groups of source files that are very tightly
connected (see annotation B). By contrast, Linux comprises a larger number of small
groups that are less tightly connected (i.e., they have fewer dependencies between them).
Finally, in Mozilla, we note one group of source files comprising a major subsystem that
has many dependencies above it, indicating it is tightly connected to other parts of the
system (see annotation C). By contrast, apart from the vertical buses discussed above,
the subsystems in Linux appear to be less tightly connected to the rest of the system.

22

Given the size of these systems, we remove source file names from the DSM to aid clarity.
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Table 1 shows quantitative data comparing Mozilla and Linux. We first note that Mozilla
has fewer dependencies between source files than Linux. Mozilla has a density of 2.4
dependencies per 1000 source file pairs.23 By contrast, Linux has a density of 3.4
dependencies per 1000 source file pairs, over 40% greater than that of Mozilla. At first
sight, one might imagine that this would imply Mozilla is more modular than Linux. But
these data only give insight into the number of dependencies, and not the pattern of
distribution of these dependencies. Our measures of propagation cost and clustered cost,
by contrast, take both aspects into account.
First, we contrast the propagation cost of these designs. For Mozilla this figure is 17.35%
versus 5.16% for Linux, a striking difference. It implies that the design of Linux is much
more loosely-coupled than the first version of Mozilla. A change to a source file in
Mozilla has the potential to impact three times as many source files, on average, as a
similar change in Linux (of course, the specific results would depend upon the particular
source file being modified). This finding is supported by the evidence that comes from
clustering each DSM. The clustered cost for Linux is around 70% of that for Mozilla,
despite having a larger number of dependencies. Finally, we note differences in the
average complexity of source files.

Mozilla contains 50% more functions per file,

although the difference in terms of lines of code is not significant.
To summarize, we have compared the design structures of two systems of similar size (in
source files), one having been developed with an open source development model, the
other having been developed using a proprietary model. The architectural view reveals
visual differences in design structure consistent with an interpretation that Linux uses
more vertical buses in its design and is more loosely-coupled than Mozilla. The metrics
that measure design structure are consistent with this view. Specifically, a change to one
element in Mozilla is likely to impact three times as many other elements as a similar
change in Linux. We conclude that the first version of Mozilla was much less modular
than a comparable version of Linux.

23

Our figures illustrate that most software DSM’s constructed at the source file level are relatively sparse
(i.e., they have very few dependencies per possible source-file pair).
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The question that naturally arises given these results concerns the degree to which the
differences observed are a product of the organizational modes used in development, or
reflect purposeful strategies employed by their architects. For Linux, there is evidence
that the original author, Linus Torvalds, emphasized modularity as a design criterion
early in development (DiBona et al, 1999). The design was also built on the heritage of
the UNIX and MINIX operating systems, which are relatively modular at the system
level. By contrast, we know little about the intentions of the original architect(s) of
Mozilla (i.e., Netscape Navigator). We can speculate however, that as an early entrant to
a new product category (the web browser) there was likely a greater focus on superior
product performance (e.g., speed of operation) than on achieving high levels of product
modularity. Given the potential trade-off that exists between product performance and
modularity (Ulrich, 1995) this may have led Mozilla’s original architect(s) to adopt a
more tightly-coupled or “integral” design
There is however, another explanation for our results, relating to the different functions
these products perform. Put simply, an operating system may require a different design
structure to a web browser as a result of the different tasks and performance demands it
faces. Unless we have a true apples-to-apples comparison, it is difficult to draw general
conclusions. The optimal solution would be to obtain the source code of an operating
system developed in a proprietary fashion and compare its design to that of Linux.
Another option however, is to identify a purposeful effort to change the architecture of
Mozilla to a more modular form, and gauge the impact of this effort on its design.
Fortunately, such a “natural experiment” did in fact occur in Mozilla’s development.

A Comparison of the Design Structures of Mozilla before and after a Re-design
Netscape’s Navigator browser was released under an open source license in March 1998.
At that point, the source code became known as Mozilla, and developers from around the
world began to contribute to the project. In the fall of 1998, a group of Mozilla’s core
developers, most of whom worked for Netscape, decided to re-design the code base to
make it more modular, and hence more attractive to contributors. The results above point
22

to the nature of the problem Mozilla faced; anyone making a change to a source file
would have to check three times as many possible interactions, on average, as a
contributor to Linux. The re-design effort that followed encompassed several objectives:
to remove redundant or obsolete source files; to re-write major parts of the code to run
more efficiently; and to re-architect the product, grouping source files into smaller
modules with fewer connections between them.
Prior to the re-design, Mozilla comprised 2333 source files. Afterwards, the software
comprised only 1508 source files. There are two ways to examine the impact of this redesign, given the number of source files was reduced so dramatically. The first is to
compare the design that emerged with an earlier Mozilla version of similar size. The
second is to compare the design immediately prior to the re-design with a later Mozilla
version of similar size. Figure 7 shows the comparison of the Architectural Views for the
former. The results are striking. The re-designed version of Mozilla comprises much
smaller clusters of source files. There are few dependencies between these clusters, or
indeed between any of the individual source files. Much of the DSM is “white space.”
Table 2 shows quantitative data comparing Mozilla before and after the re-design. We
first note that the re-designed product has only 1.3 dependencies per thousand source file
pairs, compared to 2.4 in the earlier version. Hence the re-design significantly reduced
the number of dependencies between different source files in the design. Furthermore,
there are significant changes when we look at the metrics that account for both the
number and pattern of dependencies. Specifically, the propagation cost of the design has
dropped from 17.35% to 2.78%. That is, changes to a source file have the potential to
impact 80% fewer source files, on average, after the re-design.

This reduction is

mirrored by the reduction in clustered cost, which drops to around 30% of its previous
level. These results are obtained with a small reduction in the complexity of source files,
as measured by the number of functions and lines of code. We conclude that the efforts
to make the design more modular were extremely successful.24

24

We see similar results when we compare versions of Mozilla immediately prior to and after the re-design.
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It is insightful to look at the impact of this re-design effort in the context of the evolution
of Mozilla’s design structure over time. To this effect, we plot the evolution of Mozilla’s
propagation cost and clustered cost in Figures 8 and 9 respectively. The results are
striking. The re-design effort reduced propagation cost from a level varying between 1518% to a level varying between 2-6%. Similarly, the re-design effort reduced clustered
cost by an order of magnitude (although much of this fall comes from the reduction in the
number of source files, hence the need for the paired comparisons we conduct above).
To our knowledge, these plots represent the first quantitative view of the evolution of a
product’s architecture over time. They show that the impact of the Mozilla re-design
effort was unambiguous and significant in magnitude. Specifically, the architecture of
the product was much more modular after the re-design effort. Furthermore, we have
found no public data that suggests the re-designed product was substantially inferior in
terms of functionality or performance. Indeed, discussions with Mozilla developers
suggest the re-design effort improved performance on some dimensions.25 We are left
with an intriguing conclusion. There was no requirement for Mozilla to possess as
tightly-coupled a design structure as it did prior to the re-design effort. That is, our
previous results are not explained by the differing functions that a browser and an
operating system must perform. The evidence therefore suggests that the design structure
that evolved was due to either the mode of organization involved in its development,
and/or to specific choices made by the team’s architects (discussed below). We should
note that plots such as these have a very practical use in a development process, by
making visible the evolution of a product’s architecture. Specifically, problematic trends
can be identified quickly and corrective action planned with defined objectives for the
impact on a system’s architecture. While experienced architects routinely perform this
role using an intuition of the structure of a code base, we previously lacked measures to
explain their intuitions.

Indeed, our results show evidence of such a dynamic.

Specifically, during 1999, we see a rise in propagation cost over three successive versions
through August, followed by a version with sharply reduced cost.

25

Source: Interviews with Mozilla team members during the spring of 1999.
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In Table 3, we compare the metrics for the re-designed version of Mozilla with a
comparable version of Linux. We find that the re-design succeeded in making Mozilla
more modular than Linux. Specifically, a change to a source file in Mozilla, on average,
has the potential to impact fewer than half the source files that a similar change would in
Linux after the re-design. Similarly, the clustered cost of the design is now only around
50% of that of Linux. Interestingly however, we note that the density of dependencies in
Mozilla has dropped to around 35% of that of Linux. Hence on a per dependency basis,
Mozilla does not fare quite as well as perhaps it should. Such a comparison, while
exploratory, implies that much of Mozilla’s post re-design advantage in modularity
relative to Linux comes from the reduction in the number of dependencies as opposed to
a superior configuration in terms of their pattern of distribution.26

6. Discussion

The distinctive contribution of our work is in applying the technique of Design Structure
Matrices to the analysis of software architecture. In particular, we process source code
for existing software designs, extract and map dependencies between their component
elements, and calculate metrics that give us insight into system structure. We use these
metrics both to compare designs developed via different modes of organization – open
source versus proprietary development – and to track the evolution of one design over
time, giving insight into the impact of a re-design effort. Our study examined only two
software products, hence must be regarded as highly exploratory. However due to the
nature of our research design, specifically, the use of both cross-sectional and
longitudinal comparisons, our analysis yields insight on several important dimensions.
First, our results demonstrate that there are substantial differences in modularity between
different software systems of comparable size and function. While this may not be
surprising, the fact that we measure the size of such differences is a critical advance in

26

Mozilla’s re-design clearly improved the pattern of distribution of dependencies relative to the prior
version of the design, given its propagation cost declined so significantly (see Table 2).
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our understanding of architecture. Specifically, we find that the systems we examine
vary by a factor of five in terms of the potential for a design change to propagate to other
source files in a system, a measure we refer to as propagation cost.

Such a result has

significant implications for those responsible for software system development and
maintenance. It suggests that systems are likely to vary dramatically in terms of their
robustness to change, and the costs and efficiency of future enhancements. Indeed, given
we examine two versions of a product that perform the same function with radically
different architectures our results highlight the value of design as a managerial choice.
That is, architecture is not wholly determined by function, but results from purposeful
choices by designers reacting to the incentives and structures around them.
In this respect, our study generates useful empirical data on the question of whether a link
exists between a product’s architecture and the structure of the organization from which it
comes. We show that the architecture of a product developed by a highly distributed
team of developers (Linux) was more modular than another product of similar size
developed by a co-located team of developers (Mozilla). Critically however, we find that
a purposeful effort to re-design Mozilla subsequently resulted in an architecture with
greater modularity.

Hence the initial differences in modularity between Linux and

Mozilla were not driven by the different functional requirements of these products.
These results are therefore consistent with the idea that a product’s design may mirror the
organization that develops it. We must ask however, how such a dynamic occurs?
Our observations are consistent with two rival hypotheses. The first is that each design
evolved to reflect its development environment.

In Mozilla’s case, a focused team

employed by one firm and located at a single site developed the design. Problems were
solved by face-to-face interaction, and performance “tweaked” by taking advantage of the
access that module developers had to the information and solutions developed in other
modules. Even if not an explicit managerial choice, the design naturally became more
tightly-coupled. In Linux’ case however, hundreds of distributed developers situated
around the world developed its design in a loosely-coupled fashion.

Face-to-face

communication was almost non-existent as most developers never met. The design
26

structure that evolved therefore relied on fewer connections between modules, and hence
was more modular. Alternatively, our observations may reflect purposeful choices made
by the original designers in response to specific contextual challenges. For Netscape, the
aim was to develop a product that maximized product performance, given a dedicated
team of developers and a competitive environment that demanded a product be shipped
as quickly as possible. The benefits of modularity, given the context at the time, would
not necessarily have been seen as significant. By contrast, for Linus Torvalds, the
benefits of modularity were substantial. Without modularity, there was little hope that
contributors could understand enough of the design to contribute in a meaningful way, or
develop new features and fix existing defects without affecting many other parts of the
design. Linux needed to be modular to attract and facilitate a developer community. 27
We should note that not all open source projects are characterized by broad participation
by many developers or highly distributed team structures. Indeed, open source projects
are often small efforts that involve only a handful of developers (Healy and Schussman,
2003). In addition, proprietary projects are not always co-located, but may involve
developers from multiple sites and organizations. In this respect, we caution that our
observations here are related to specific organizational characteristics of the projects we
examine, and not the mere fact that the software is open source or proprietary. This is an
important distinction, given it points to the type of work needed to further explore the
rival hypotheses we describe above. Specifically, questions on the relationship between
organization and architecture can be answered only by capturing measures of both
factors. Indeed, our ongoing work supports such a view, given we have found examples
of open source products with tightly-coupled architectures in which contributions are
concentrated among a handful of developers (Rusnak, 2005). Our study therefore opens
the door to a deeper understanding of the complex relationship between a product’s
architecture and the community that grows to surround it.
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Linus Torvalds, the original architect of Linux, makes this point (see DiBona et al, 1999).
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Our results show that purposeful efforts to re-design a product’s architecture can have a
significant impact. This is surprising, given much work suggests architectural change is
difficult (Marples, 1961; Henderson and Clark, 1992). In this respect, we consider three
possible explanations for our findings: First, this may be a unique feature of software
products (i.e., the ease of architectural change) as compared to physical products. We
note however, that several popular software products sold today contain code that is
many years old despite major efforts to update their designs (and one assumes their
architectures) over time (e.g., MacCormack and Herman, 2000b). Second, Mozilla may
not be sufficiently complex to make architectural change a challenge. We note however,
that at the time of the re-design, the product contained over one million lines of code,
which would take a team of 100 developers over two years to complete using standard
productivity metrics.28 Finally, there may be something specific about a web browser’s
design that makes architectural change easier to achieve. Yet we can find no evidence to
support this view. We are left to speculate that with a sufficiently talented and motivated
team, it is possible to achieve substantial changes in a product’s architecture.
This latter result is extremely important in the context of open source software. Recent
years have seen an increase in the number of proprietary products that have been released
under an open source license, with the hope that a developer community will converge
around them and contribute to development. Examples include Mozilla, Open Office (an
office productivity suite previously known as Star Office) and Eclipse (a suite of
developer tools released by IBM).

The Mozilla experience however, suggests that

proprietary products may not be well-suited to distributed development if they have
tightly-coupled architectures. There is a need to create an “architecture for participation,”
one that promotes ease of understanding by limiting module size, and ease of contribution
through minimizing the propagation of design changes. In Mozilla’s case, the re-design
to a more modular form was followed by an increase in the number of unique
contributors29 (Mockus et al, 2002). Subsequent improvements led to a new browser
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Studies of developer productivity tend to quote standards of 10-20 lines of code per person-day,
depending upon programming language, programmer experience etc.
29
Source: Interviews with Mozilla team members during the spring of 1999.
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called Firefox which has gained both critical acclaim and market share.30 We speculate
that without the architectural changes made in 1998, such developments would have been
unlikely, and the Mozilla experiment may well have failed.
So how is such change achieved? Our results illustrate that increased modularity can be
realized by reducing the number of dependencies between elements or by re-arranging
their pattern of distribution.31

With regard to the first strategy, our work suggests

substantial latitude exists to reduce dependencies without a major impact on functionality
or performance (the re-design of Mozilla reduced design dependencies by around 50%).
This implies the need for a deeper understanding of how and why dependencies exist, and
the mechanisms through which their numbers can be managed. With regard to the
second strategy, our work shows that designs that have greater numbers of dependencies
are not necessarily less modular than those that have fewer. Poorly placed dependencies,
especially those that link otherwise independent modules, may result in a cascade of
unwanted and hard-to-detect indirect interactions. Our results suggest purposeful actions
to reduce “rogue” dependencies and move towards a more “idealized modular form” can
be effective (the re-design of Mozilla reduced propagation cost by over 80%).
Our work opens up a number of exciting areas for future study.

With respect to

methodology, we believe Design Structure Matrices provide a powerful lens with which
to examine issues of dependency in software. While we focus on only one type of
dependency, our methods can be generalized to others, assuming that they can be
identified from source code. With respect to studies of architecture, our work provides
visibility of a phenomena which was previously hidden, and metrics with which to
conduct further analytical studies. In particular, we believe there is value in asking
whether different types of product (e.g., databases versus operating systems) require
different types of architecture, and if so, identifying the main characteristics of each. Our
ongoing work reveals large variations in the modularity of different systems (Rusnak,
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See <http://www.mozilla.org/products/firefox/> for details.
Similarly, recent work in the strategy domain shows that different dependency patterns among strategic
decisions produce very different outcome possibilities (Rivkin and Siggelkow, 2005).
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2005) but we lack sufficient data to determine the underlying causes. Building a database
of different system types will help answer this question. Our work also facilitates the
study of a topic of critical importance that has proven elusive to quantify: the potential
performance trade-offs from architectures with different characteristics. There are strong
theoretical arguments why such trade-offs exist, yet little empirical evidence that
confirms their presence. The Mozilla re-design is a case in point. How was it possible to
increase modularity so much without significantly degrading other aspects of
performance, such as the speed of operation? We speculate that this is because many
designs are not at the performance “frontier” where a trade-off exists but are positioned
below it due to architectural inefficiencies or “slack.” If this is true, there may be
considerable scope to improve a design along one or more dimensions without incurring
a performance penalty.

Exploring such issues through careful measurement of

architectural characteristics and product performance should help reveal strategies for
moving designs towards the performance frontier. It will also help us understand the
trade-offs that are ultimately involved in moving a design along it.
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Table 1: Comparisons between comparable versions of Linux and Mozilla32
Mozilla (98-04-08)

Linux 2.1.105

Source Files (DSM Elements)

1684

1678

Dependencies

6717

9110

2.4

3.4

17.35%

5.82%

5,323,915,033

3,697,742,107

Functions per Source File

12.8

17.7

Lines of Code per Source File

670

733

Density (per 1000 source-file pairs)
Propagation Cost
Clustered Cost

Table 2: Comparisons of Mozilla prior to and immediately after the re-design33
Mozilla (98-04-08)

Mozilla (98-12-11)

Source Files (DSM Elements)

1684

1508

Dependencies

6717

3037

2.4

1.3

17.35%

2.78%

5,323,915,033

1,636,799,495

Functions per Source File

17.7

16.8

Lines of Code per Source File

733

530

Density (per 1000 source-file pairs)
Propagation Cost
Clustered Cost

Table 3: Comparisons of Mozilla immediately after the re-design and Linux
Mozilla (98-12-11)

Linux (2.1.88)

Source Files (DSM Elements)

1508

1538

Dependencies

3037

8519

1.3

3.6

2.78%

5.65%

1,636,799,495

3,175,246,929

Functions per Source File

16.8

12.6

Lines of Code per Source File

530

670

Density
Propagation Cost
Clustered Cost

32

The clustered cost results we report use binary dependencies for d (rather than strengths) and use λ = 2.
Sensitivity analyses using a range of other assumptions did not change the comparative results.
33
Note that there is no public version of Mozilla prior to the re-design with around 1500 source files, hence
our comparison design – version 1998-04-08 – has a greater number (1684 source files) and would
therefore be expected to have a higher clustered cost, though not necessarily a higher propagation cost.
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Exhibit 1: The Directory Structure of Linux version 0.01

Exhibit 2: The Architectural View of Linux version 0.01
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Figure 3: Example System in Graphical and Dependency Matrix Form
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Figure 4: Successive Powers of the Dependency Matrix
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Figure 5: A DSM with dependencies in an “Idealized Modular Form”
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Exhibit 6: A Comparison of the first version of Mozilla and a comparable version of Linux.
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Exhibit 7: A Comparison of Mozilla before and after a purposeful re-design effort.
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Exhibit 8: The Impact of a Re-design Effort on Mozilla’s Propagation Cost
Longitudinal Evolution of Mozilla's Propagation Cost
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Exhibit 9: The Impact of a Re-design Effort on Mozilla’s Clustered Cost
Longitudinal Evolution of Mozilla's Clustered Cost
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Online Appendix A: The Method of Marginal Cost Calculation for Clustering

During the bidding process, when an element ”proposes” to leave one cluster and join
another, only a few entries in the clustered cost sum will change. Because the number of
iterations and bids within iterations is high, it is computationally efficient to compute the
marginal cost of a change, rather than the total cost. Exhibit 1 illustrates how this is
done. The figure shows two existing clusters (“source” and “bidding”). If element 3 in
the source cluster were to move to the bidding cluster, only the highlighted regions would
have different dependency costs. The costs of dependencies in non-highlighted regions
(should any exist) would not need to be recomputed.

Figure 1: An Example of the Costs that Change when Bidding for an Element
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To compute the change in cost in the highlighted regions we first consider the elements
that move in and out of a cluster. These fall into two categories: IO dependencies are “in
to out” dependencies that move from being “in” the source cluster to “out” of any cluster.
OI dependencies are “out to in” dependencies that move from being “out” of any cluster
to “in” the bidding cluster. The change in cost for each type of dependency is as follows:
Change in cost for “IO” dependencies ≡ d IO (−m λ + N λ )
Change in cost for “OI” dependencies ≡ d OI (− N λ + n λ )
Where:

N ≡ the size of the DSM
m ≡ the size of the source cluster (before the move)
n ≡ the size of the bidding cluster (after the move)

λ ≡ The cluster size weight (set by the user)
Now, because the size of a cluster changes if an element leaves or joins, dependency cost
changes for source cluster and bidding cluster must also be recomputed as follows:
Change in cost for a dependency, ds, in source cluster = d s (−m λ + (m − 1) λ )

Change in cost for a dependency, db, in bidding cluster = d b (−(n − 1) λ + n λ )
The total change in the cost formula equals the sum of all these changes:
Total change in cost =

∑

d IO (−m λ + N λ ) + ∑ d OI (− N λ + n λ ) +

∑

d s (−m λ + (m − 1) λ ) + ∑ d b (−(n − 1) λ + n λ )

d IO

d OI

ds

db

During each iteration, every cluster calculates a bid using this formula. The cluster with
the largest negative bid (i.e., biggest cost reduction) “wins” the element. The total cost of
the system is decreased by the change in cost of the winning cluster. If no bids lower
total cost, the element stays in the same cluster and total cost remains the same.
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